Let D be a division ring with an involution and characteristic different from 2. Then, up to a few exceptions, D contains a free pair of symmetric elements provided that (a) it is finite-dimensional and the center has a finite sufficiently large transcendence degree over the prime field, or (b) the center is uncountable, but not algebraically closed in D. Under conditions (a), if the involution is of the first kind, it is also shown that the unitary subgroup of U (D) contains a free subgroup, with one exception. The methods developed are also used to describe free subgroups in the multiplicative group of a finite-dimensional division ring provided the center has a sufficiently large transcendence degree over its prime field. May, 2002 ICMC-USP 
INTRODUCTION
Let k be a field of characteristic different from 2 and let A be a k-algebra with an involution * . Let U (A) denote the group of units of A. We consider the existence of free pairs of symmetric and unitary elements in U (A).
In [8] , where A is the group algebra kG of a finite group G over k, with the involution that sends each element of G to its inverse, we give conditions for the existence of free symmetric pairs; such pairs were also shown for some special division algebras. Conditions for the existence of free unitary pairs in U (kG) were given in [10] .
Here we further investigate the problem for division rings. We believe that some general form of Lichtman's Conjecture [14] should be true, namely, with few exceptions, division rings with an involution always contain free symmetric and unitary pairs.
We study involutions of the first and second kind on a division ring D finite-dimensional over its center k. We are able to show, except for a few cases, the existence of free symmetric and unitary pairs in D provided that tr.deg(k : P ) > f (n), where tr.deg(k : P ) stands for the transcendence degree of k over its prime field P and f is a function of the index n of D. In the case of involutions of the first kind the exceptions are quaternion algebras whose symmetric (or unitary) elements all commute. For involutions of the second kind, the exceptions are a little more cumbersome to describe.
In the case of free symmetric units and involutions of the first kind, we can trade the finite-dimensional hypothesis for the existence of a noncentral algebraic element, provided the center is uncountable.
One of the authors proved in [7] that every finite-dimensional division ring contained a noncommutative free group. In [15] Makar-Limanov expressed his dislike for the essential use of Tits' Alternative in that proof. No significantly different proof has appeared so far, but as a side result of our study we show that Tits' Alternative can be avoided in "almost" all cases. To be more precise, we show that if either tr.deg(k : P ) > g(n), where g is a polynomial function and n 2 is the dimension of D, or k is algebraic over P , then D contains a free pair. Moreover, if tr.deg(k : P ) > g(n) + 1, then we can explicitly construct such a free pair using a method due to Chiba [4] ; these pairs are essentially different from those detected in Tits' proof.
The authors are indebted to Professors D. Passman and A. Giambruno for many useful conversations.
PRELIMINARIES
If A is a ring, the center of A will be denoted by Z(A) and the group of units of A by U (A). By an involution in A one understands an additive map * : A −→ A such that (ab) * = b * a * and (a * ) * = a for all a, b ∈ A. An element a of A is called symmetric if a * = a, antisymmetric if a * = −a, and unitary if aa * = a * a = 1. An involution in a simple ring A is said to be of the first kind if every element of Z(A) is symmetric, otherwise it is said to be of the second kind.
More generally, in an algebra over a field k, a k-involution is just a k-linear involution. A subset of A is called free if its elements freely generate a free subgroup of U (A). A free pair of symmetric (resp. unitary) elements will be called a free symmetric (resp. unitary) pair.
An involution * on a ring A induces an involution * on the polynomial ring A [t] such that t * = t. If A is simple and F is a field extension of the center k of A, then an involution * of the first kind on A can be extended to an involution * of the same kind on 
The sets N, Z, Q will denote the natural numbers, the integers and the rational numbers, respectively. We shall use the convention that division rings are always noncommutative unless otherwise stated.
Let D be a division ring with center k, let n be a positive integer, and let R = D n be the n × n full matrix ring over D. Consider the polynomial ring R [t] . We shall make use of the following lemmas. 
subring of the ring of quotients R(t) of R[t];
(ii) the homomorphism π α can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism
Our aim is to prove a sort of "cancellation" property in Lemma 2.1. We start with the following two lemmas. Lemma 1.3. Let D be a division ring of finite dimension n 2 over its center k and let P denote the prime field of k. Let X be a finite subset of D. Then X is contained in a division subring D of D of dimension n 2 over its center k , a subfield of k that is finitely generated over P . Moreover, if the cardinality of X is r, then tr.deg(k :
Proof. By the Corollary on p. 182 of [12] , D has a basis B = {α i β j : i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1}, where α, β ∈ D are conjugated elements of degree n. Let f (X) = a 0 +a 1 X +· · ·+a n−1 +X n denote the minimal polynomial of α (and, thus, of β) over k. For each j = 1, . . . , n − 1, let
Denote by k the subfield of k generated by the a i , b jil , c qij over P . It can be easily proved by induction on i that β j α i ∈ k for all i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1. Let D be the linear span of B over k . By the way k was defined, D is a division subring of D, containing X, and its center contains k . Actually, k is the center of D , for a central element in D commutes with all α i β j , hence it is central in D and so its only nonzero coordinate relative to B is at the basis element 1. By definition, k is finitely generated over P and tr.deg(k :
To put things in perspective, here is a construction of a division ring that is finitelygenerated over the prime field, and whose center is not finitely generated. Let
, where the x i , y i are indeterminates. Let σ i be the F -automorphism of K given by σ i (y j ) = x i+j y j ; let τ be the F -automorphism given by τ (y i ) = y i+1 . Denote by H the group generated by the σ i and let G = H, τ . It is easy to see that σ i τ = τ σ i+1 and that G = H τ . Since H is isomorphic to the free abelian group in {x i : i ∈ Z}, it follows that G is orderable. Therefore, the twisted group ring KG can be embedded in a division ring of twisted Malcev series; let D be the division subring of that generated by {y 0 , σ 0 , τ }. We claim that F ⊆ Z(D) (it is actually equal). Indeed, it suffices to show that F ⊆ D, since F commutes with everything in sight. Since Proof. Let X = {x i : i ∈ I} be a subset of k which is algebraically independent over k and suppose that the set W = {x
: n ∈ N, i j ∈ I, r j ∈ N} is linearly dependent over D . Take a minimal dependence relation holding among the elements of W :
where w i ∈ W and a i ∈ D . Since X is algebraically independent over k , at least one of the a i lies outside k , say a 1 . Let c ∈ D be such that a 1 c − ca 1 = 0. Then, taking commutators determined by c, the equation above gives rise to
which contradicts the minimality of (1).
In the particular case of a singleton the lemma above guarantees that if λ ∈ k is transcendental over k , then it is transcendental over D .
In our study of involutions, the special case of quaternion division rings must be treated separately.
Given a field k of characteristic different from 2, a quaternion algebra is a k-algebra generated by two elements i, j (called quaternion generators) which satisfy i 2 , j 2 ∈ k + , ij = −ji. A quaternion algebra is a central simple k-algebra with basis {1, i, j, ij}.
An involution * in a quaternion algebra is said to be of type I if any pair of quaternion generators is antisymmetric. Otherwise, it is said to be of type II. Proof. Let H be a quaternion algebra over a field k with an involution * . Let S denote the set of symmetric elements in H. Suppose that S ⊆ k and let i, j be a pair of quaternion generators for H over k. The following identity holds in H:
, i} is linearly independent over k. The same reasoning holds for j and, thus, H would be of type I. So Proof. Suppose that H is of type I and that * is of the first kind. Given
. By [7] , any noncentral normal subgroup of H + contains a free subgroup. Since H is formed by unitary elements, part (i) is proved. Now suppose that H is of type II and that * is of the first kind. By Lemma 1.5, H contains a pair i, j of quaternion generators such that i * = i and j * = j. In this case, it is not difficult to see that unitary elements commute, so there are no free unitary pairs in H + . Let F be the subfield of k generated by i 2 and j 2 over the prime field of k. Observe that F can be regarded as the field of fractions of a Dedekind domain A = F . Set L = F (i) and let σ be the F -automorphism of L induced by the map i −→ −i. The quaternion algebra Q over F with quaternion generators i, j can be regarded as a crossed product with basis {1, j}, coefficients in L and group of automorphisms σ acting on L. Also, L * = L and Q is not of "quaternion type" as defined in [8] . By [8, Theorem 4] , Q + ⊆ H + contains a free symmetric pair. This proves part (ii).
Finally, if * is of the second kind, then H must be of type II, for there exists θ ∈ k such that θ * = −θ and if H were of type I we would have (θi) * = i * θ * = θi for any element i of a pair of quaternion generators. This would imply that θi ∈ k, which is an absurd, for i ∈ k. So let i, j be a pair of symmetric quaternion generators for H and consider the quaternion algebra Q 1 over the subfield F of k left fixed by * generated by i, j. By part (ii), Q 
INVOLUTIONS OF THE FIRST KIND
In this section, we treat the case of involutions of the first kind.
The following result was inspired by [17, Proposition 3] .
Lemma 2.1. Let D be a division ring of finite dimension s 2 over its center k, and let P denote the prime field of k. Let n be a positive integer and let R = D n . Suppose that R(t) contains a free pair {u(t), v(t)}. Then there exists a positive integer
N = N (s, n, u, v) such that if tr.deg(k : P ) > N , then R contains a free pair of the form {u(λ), v(λ)}, for some λ ∈ k. Moreover,
if R has an involution and the free pair in R(t) is formed by symmetric (resp. unitary) elements under the induced involution, then the free pair in R is also symmetric (resp. unitary).

Proof. Suppose that u(t) = G(t)h(t)
−1 , v(t) = L(t)m(t) −1 ,
with G(t), L(t) ∈ R[t] and h(t), m(t) ∈ D[t], h(t) = 0, m(t) = 0, and that r is the highest degree occurring among the polynomials h(t), m(t) and the entries of G(t) and of H(t). Let X be the set formed by the coefficients of h(t), m(t) and the coefficients of the entries of G(t) and of L(t).
By assumption, X contains at most (2n 2 + 2)(r + 1) elements. By Lemma 1.3, X is contained in a division subring D of D with center k and such that tr.deg(k :
The last assertion is clear, because the involution in R(t) fixes t and the involution in R fixes a subfield k * of the field of central elements k which is such that [k :
We now show that full matrix rings over fields contain free symmetric and unitary pairs. Recall that a field is called nonabsolute if it is not an algebraic extension of a finite field. 
i ⊗ l i can be regarded as being either the transpose or the symplectic involution.
If we find a positive integer N such that tr.deg(F : P ) > N , then L will be a nonabsolute field. In this case, if * is the transpose and n ≥ 3, then M n (L) contains a free unitary pair, by [10, Lemma 2.5]. Moreover, it is known that M n (L) contains free symmetric pairs if n ≥ 2 and * is the transpose (cf. Lemma 2.5).
Let us assume that * is the symplectic involution. Then n = 2m, for m > 1 and we have
Clearly there are free pairs of elements of the form
. Now let us look for unitary matrices in the symplectic case. We have
Thus a typical "diagonal" unitary matrix will be of the form
We can certainly find free pairs of matrices of this form in M n (L).
Since L is a finite separable extension of F , it contains a primitive element α;
and to R L by defining t * = t and α * = α, respectively. By Lemma 1.2, the set
is a subring of the ring of quotients R(t) of R [t] , and π α can be extended uniquely to a ho-
We have seen that x is symmetric if and only if p(t) is symmetric. Thus, we can always choose pre-images of symmetric elements under π α that are symmetric, and the same holds for antisymmetric elements. So if we have a free symmetric pair on the right, it can be lifted to a free symmetric pair on the left. If {z, w} is a free pair of unitary matrices in M n (L), then {z 2 , w 2 } is a free pair of unitary matrices of determinant 1 (see [5, Corollary 2] ). In [5, Theorem 2] it is proved that a unitary element of M n (L) of determinant 1 is a product of two Cayley unitary units, that is, of invertible matrices the form (1 − y)(1 + y) −1 , for some antisymmetric matrix y. Therefore, since we can lift antisymmetric elements through π α , we can lift Cayley unitary units and, hence, we can lift unitary units.
In other words, we can always produce a free symmetric pair in R(t) whose elements are polynomials of R[t] of degree at most s − 1, and we can always produce a 4-element set of polynomials of degree at most s − 1 which give rise to a free unitary pair in R(t)
n , we can find a bound N which depends only on n.
We are ready to prove the first main result of this section. 
, then D contains a free symmetric pair if and only if it is not a quaternion algebra of type I and D contains a free unitary pair if and only if it is not a quaternion algebra of type II;
( This result remains valid if D is taken to be locally finite.
Corollary 2.1. Let D be a division ring which is locally finite over its center k of characteristic different from 2 and let P denote the prime field of k. Let * be an involution of the first kind in D. Then if D is not a quaternion algebra there exists a positive integer N such that if tr.deg(k : P ) > N , then D contains both free symmetric and free unitary pairs.
Proof. If D is not a quaternion algebra over k, take five elements a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 which are linearly independent over k. Let D be the division subring of D generated by {a i , a * i : i = 1, . . . , 5}. Since (D )
* ⊆ D and D is locally finite, we can apply Theorem 2.1 to D in order to obtain the desired result.
We observe that the bound N in the above corollary depends on [D : Z(D )] and, so, depends on the choice of the a i .
Theorem 2.1 remains valid in the symmetric case if we allow D to be a division ring not necessarily finite-dimensional, provided that it contains a noncentral algebraic element over k and that k is uncountable. 
where, if A = (a ij ), A = (a ij ) and A t stands for the usual transpose of A, or
(ii) * is of the symplectic type. In this case, D = k is commutative, n = 2m is even, and if A, B, C, D ∈ M m (k), the involution * is given by the rule
where again t stands for the usual transpose.
We shall need a result similar in content to Lemma 2.2 for the infinite-dimensional case. Before we state such a result, we state a variation of [9, Lemma] which can be proved in exactly the same way. 2 c 1 . We consider now two cases. (i) char(k) = 0: Let F = Q(z) be the subfield of k generated by z over Q. We can then regard F as a subfield of the complex numbers. Choose r ∈ Q large enough so that
Then, by [3] ,
is a free pair which is switched by * . Hence {xy, yx} is also a free pair.
(ii) char(k) > 0: Let GF (p) be the prime field of k. If z is transcendental over GF (p), let
If z is algebraic over GF (p), let ζ be an element of k that is transcendental over GF (p) and define
In both cases, by Lemma 2.4, x and y are units of order p such that x, y ∼ = x * y and, clearly, x * = y. It is now easy to see that {xy, yx} is a free pair. Suppose now that * is symplectic. Then, by Lemma 2.3, D = k is a field, n = 2m is even, and * is given by (3). If n = 2, it is easily seen that, since char(k) = 2, a symmetric element is a scalar matrix and so is central. If n > 2, then m is at least 2 and so, using the result for the transpose type with z = 1, one can find a matrix A ∈ GL m (k) such that AA t and A t A form a free pair. The matrix
is then an element satisfying the lemma.
The method of proof used in our next result (Theorem 2.2) is similar to the one used in the proof Theorem 2.1, that is to say, we shall lift a free group from a matrix ring and then apply a cancellation argument provided by the lemma below.
Lemma 2.6. Let D be a division ring with an uncountable center k. Let n be a positive integer and let R = D n . Suppose that R(t) contains a free pair {u(t), v(t)}. Then R contains a free pair of the form {u(λ), v(λ)}, for some λ ∈ k.
Moreover, if R has an involution and the free pair in R(t) is formed by symmetric elements under the induced involution, then the free pair in R is also symmetric.
Proof. Again write u(t) = G(t)h(t)
with G(t), L(t) ∈ R[t] and h(t), m(t) ∈ D[t], h(t) = 0, m(t) = 0. Since u(t) and v(t) are units, G(t) and L(t) are non-zero divisors in R[t].
For each nontrivial element ω(x, y) of the free group F 2 freely generated by x, y, choose
of roots of f lying in k is finite (see, e. g., [13, Theorem 16.4 
]). This implies that given a non-zero divisor P (t) ∈ R[t], the set
. Since the free group F 2 is countable, the set
is at most countable. Since k is uncountable, there must exist λ ∈ k \ X. For this λ, ω(u(λ), v(λ)) = 1 for all ω ∈ F 2 . In other words, u(λ), v(λ) form a free pair in R.
If R has an involution, we can choose, as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, a λ ∈ k which is left fixed by the involution.
We are ready to prove the following theorem. Proof. Let F = k(α) and let
and to D F in the natural way, so that π α is a homomorphism of rings with involution. Since α is algebraic over k, D F ∼ = M n (E) for some division ring E with center F and n ≥ 2 is the degree of the minimal polynomial of α over k (see [6, Exercise 3.4.11] ). By Lemma 1.2, π α extends to a homomorphism with domain D α (t) such that π
. Now * is an involution of M n (E). If n = 2 and E = F is commutative, [D : k] = 4 and, by hypothesis, the induced involution in M n (E) is not symplectic. Therefore, by Lemma 2.5, there exists an element x ∈ GL n (E) such that {xx
We know evoke Lemma 2.6, to guarantee the existence of a free symmetric pair in D.
Recall that a division ring D with an uncountable center k which is finitely generated as k-algebra is always algebraic over k (see [6, Exercise 3.4.16] 
, where D is a division ring, then, by Lemma 2.5, the claim is true. If the above is not the case, we take n > 3 and, by Litoff's Theorem (see [2, 4.6.15] ), there exists a symmetric idempotent e such that eRe ∼ = M n (D), where D is the associated division ring of R. Since e is symmetric, M n (D) is stable under * . By Lemma 2.5, M n (D) contains a free symmetric subgroup which embeds in U (R) via x −→ (1 − e) + xe.
INVOLUTIONS OF THE SECOND KIND
Some of what has been proved for involutions of the first kind in Section 2 can be established for general involutions (cf. Theorem 3.1). In this section we restrict our attention to free symmetric pairs.
The following is a version of Theorem 2.2 for a general involution. The above can be proved in the same way as Theorem 2.2, using a noncentral symmetric algebraic element α as the generator for the scalar extension and extending
In order to obtain a version of Theorem 2.1 for general involutions, we shall first prove that a finite-dimensional division ring with involution has a maximal subfield generated by a symmetric element. This is the contents of Theorem 3.2 below. For its proof we shall make use of the following involutional version of the Jacobson-Noether Theorem, due to Chacron. Since k is infinite, by the construction of primitive elements in separable extensions, k(x, y) would be generated by a separable symmetric element, which is a contradiction. This proves the theorem. Proof. Since D does not contain quaternion algebras which are invariant under * , by Theorem 3.2, it contains a maximal subfield F generated by a symmetric element α. Now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, use Lemma 2.5 to guarantee the existence of a free symmetric pair in M n (F ), and, when using Lemma 2.1 to descend from D(t) to D, be careful to choose a symmetric element λ ∈ k which is transcendental over P . This last choice is always possible, because k is an extension of degree at most 2 of the field k * = {λ ∈ k : λ * = λ}.
FREE SUBGROUPS OF DIVISION RINGS
As remarked in the Introduction, the techniques developed in this paper provide us with a method of proof of the existence of free groups in the group of units of a finite-dimensional division ring which avoids the use of Tits' Alternative in "almost" all cases. We shall see how this is done in the following. Proof. Start by choosing two elements a, b ∈ D such that ab = ba. By Lemma 1.3, there exists a division subring D of D containing a and b of dimension n 2 over its center k , a subfield of k finitely generated over P .
If every element of k is algebraic over P , then P is isomorphic to Q and so k is an algebraic number field. By the Albert-Brauer-Hasse-Noether Theorem (see [16, Theorem 18.6] ), D is a crossed product and therefore, by [8, Theorem 2] , it must contain a free subgroup.
On the other hand, if tr.deg(k : P ) ≥ n 3 + n 2 + n + 1, let F be a maximal subfield of D generated by an element α over k . Consider the map π α :
, and it is well-known that M n (F ) contains free groups which can be lifted to D (t) via π α . By Lemma 1.3, tr.deg(k : P ) ≤ n 3 + n 2 + n and, so, there is a transcendental in k left and we can apply Lemma 1.4 to obtain the desired result.
In fact, if the center k of D contains still one more transcendental element over P we are able to exhibit free generators for the free group. We shall do this using a construction of Chiba [4] . Here one should notice a large difference from the previous proof and that in [7] . Both in Tits' theorem and in [8] , the free pairs obtained arrive from matrices of hyperbolic type. In the proof below, the free pairs are of parabolic matrices. [9, Lemma] , that the image under ϕ of w 1 , w 2 , w 3 is isomorphic to the free product Z p * Z p * Z p . Thus w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ∼ = w 1 * w 2 * w 3 .
